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Those Who Believe They Are GREAT -- Might Aught To Try First For "Pretty Good!"
Do the radical liberals in America realize that they are

considered as wannabe "elitists" by almost any category of
citizens that you can name?
You know the problem with that question? They not only KNOW they are considered
as wannabe elitists -- they are proud of it!
Where does pride originate? In the
mind of the beholder. They want to be something special -- so they imagine they are
something special. And they want to get that
over to you and everyone else who considers
them as matter. . . that matters.
Most so-called entertainers along with
large numbers of the "mass media" are guilty
of elitism to a degree that their main stomping grounds (Hollywood and "New Yalk
City") -- to the average American citizen -have become meccas of methodical hypocrisy that intentionally and invariably separates them from the average real American!

about. It sets you apart (in your mind) in a way that makes
you important and special. The REAL trouble with that is -- it
is, indeed only in your OWN mind. Vanity dominates.
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If you will think about it, that is what "elitism" is all

That is a waste of humanity (including
both effort and value) that shames our country.
For humans to believe that they are not only
"special," but they are on a level with (or above)
God Almighty -- is mostly dangerous for them
(in the long run), but it has little or no value for
the rest of us, during our appointed times.
Hollywood, per se, is about as valuable to
America as a broom to a vacuum-cleaner salesman. But, they "don't get it!" And, because of the
nature of their peculiar-type of "business," they
never SHALL -- "get-it!:" Vanity dominates!
In the realm of humans, "importance" is
very likely in the mind-of-the-beholder. . . period!

Pride may go before a fall, but stupidity outdoes
all the rest in the arena of life and infallibility. Life
itself is short for mankind, but too many have a falsebelief that they should be OMNIPOTENT. . . nevermind, they haven't even yet reached "immortal!" Ah, vanity!
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"Here Shall The Press The People's Right Maintain,
Unawed By Influence, Unbribed By Gain!"
------

"THE PEOPLE'S WATCHDOG"

-------

with

Quotes From Readers And Folks Like You:

"THE POLITICAL WHEEL ALWAYS TURNS!
We, In The Good Ol' U.S. of America Have Had
GOOD AND BAD
-------------------- ALONG-THE-CREEK --------------------

Tell It Lik

e It Is!

Democrat Reign and Republican Reign!
DEMOCRATS (who can read) NEED TO RECOGNIZE
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AMERICAN HISTORY!"
----------- "Buy The Truth And Sell It Not" -- Proverbs 23:23 ----------

N O T I C E: YOU ARE ENTERING A REDNECK ZONE!

We believe in God, freedom, respecting women, owning guns, carrying
our own water, fighting for Mom and what is right -- and Peach Cobbler!
IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO IMPROVE IT --

DON'T MESS WITH IT!

LIBERAL DEMOCRATS WANTED THEIR
SOCIALISTIC "PARTY" WAYS TO LAST
FOREVER! THE PEOPLE SAID "NO!"
S

tubborn liberal democrats would do well to wake-up from
their long sleep and finally realize that the old "Yeller Dog" democrat party of yesteryear, is just that -- GONE!
We see liberal democrats come and go today who look as
though they would dearly love to see those "beautiful" days of theirs
-- that they thought would go on forever -- do just that.
Ain't gonna happen! At least not unless The People of the
United States lose their collective marbles and allow closed-minds
and street mobs to once again rule this nation.
It is encouraging along these lines that the average common
everyday working man and woman citizen will not allow themselves
to be caught up in the hysteria of the pathetic products of a nation
under social siege.
The hysterics supplied in our day come from the elitists who
believe that they are somehow "above" the rest of us in the realm of
intelligence and mind-control.
Their "intelligence" is shown lacking every time they show up
anywhere, and if their minds are indeed under their control, then we
want no part of their attitudes or their lack of logical deliberation.
For the democrats to make the kind of "comeback" that they
would prefer would require a bunch of rebirth from quite a few funerals that have happened during the past 20 or 30 years of time.

The People's
"WATCHDOG"

"Truth N
eeds No
Ally!"

I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE to The Flag of the United States
of America, and to the Republic for which it stands; One Nation,
under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
-------------------- ALONG-THE-CREEK --------------------

WHEN YOU WILL PAY THE PIPER THE HARDEST
is when you attempt to, or agree to,
use innocent other people (especially children)
AS PAWNS FOR YOUR OWN SUCCESS!

We Have Carelessly Allowed Ignorance
To Mock America And Our Heritage!

The People have finally gotten around to saying an emphatic "NO!" to

the harshly-liberal unions that have been in control of your child's education for
the past four or five decades.

The hardcore members of those radical unions will argue to this day
that they were doing the right thing. They had member schoolteachers that
were doing the right thing, but most of them were intimidated by the power of
the unions with regard to the State Legislature -- and they acquiesced in favor
of being quiet and personally benefitting from the power surge.
They will argue that there are and have been "good" schoolteachers all
along. This column has also argued that we have had good schoolteachers all
along. The trouble has been (all along) that we did not have a majority of those
"good" schoolteachers mentioned, and our school systems (and children) have
taken the hindmost while the union members have enjoyed their bounty.

On top of that, The People have had enough political manipulation that they have come out from their respective shells, and are today
looking a whole lot more like those of yesteryear when the average
political American did not trust those who were all for themselves.

As in political parties in America, most of the time, the most effective
improver in such things remains being a few good funerals. No one can deny
it because it is purely a matter of fact. When things are generally bad for one
reason or another -- new blood and new ideas are usually the better solution to
the problem. It doesn't hurt to know American history as well.

The old democrat party machine gave the people the
notion that it was looking out for them. They saw to it that unions,
Mexicans, Blacks and schoolmarms got what they thought they
wanted, and the party got their numbers!

Americans have (hopefully) learned -- the hard way -- that our education
system MUST be controlled by those who are basically and even totally interested in (dedicated to) children and students, and logical SMARTS!

The concept "worked" for a good, long time, and finally, The
People woke up to the fact that they had been HAD! Big time! By
politicians who had grown to expect the numbers to be "grateful"
and for it to show famously-- AT THE POLLS! It did, for too long.

The vested interests in the education of children should be from those
who want the best possible "education" for those children. To allow a gathering
of self-interested individuals to organize and control "for their OWN good," is most
assuredly a dangerous concept -- and we have certainly proven that fact over the
past half century. We should not allow our children to be pawns -- EVER!
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